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Abstract. Person re-identification (re-id) aims to match the same per-
son from images taken across multiple cameras. Most existing person
re-id methods generally require a large amount of identity labeled data
to act as discriminative guideline for representation learning. Difficulty
in manually collecting identity labeled data leads to poor adaptability
in practical scenarios. To overcome this problem, we propose an unsu-
pervised center-based clustering approach capable of progressively learn-
ing and exploiting the underlying re-id discriminative information from
temporal continuity within a camera. We call our framework Temporal
Continuity based Unsupervised Learning (TCUL). Specifically, TCUL si-
multaneously does center based clustering of unlabeled (target) dataset
and fine-tunes a convolutional neural network (CNN) pre-trained on ir-
relevant labeled (source) dataset to enhance discriminative capability
of the CNN for the target dataset. Furthermore, it exploits temporally
continuous nature of images within-camera jointly with spatial similar-
ity of feature maps across-cameras to generate reliable pseudo-labels for
training a re-identification model. As the training progresses, number of
reliable samples keep on growing adaptively which in turn boosts repre-
sentation ability of the CNN. Extensive experiments on three large-scale
person re-id benchmark datasets are conducted to compare our frame-
work with state-of-the-art techniques, which demonstrate superiority of
TCUL over existing methods.
Keywords: unsupervised learning · person re-identification · convolu-
tional neural network · clustering
1 Introduction
Person re-identification (re-id) is an important problem in computer vision that
aims to match images of a person captured by different cameras with non-
overlapping views [31]. It is viewed as a search problem with a goal to retrieve
the most relevant images to the top ranks [30]. Many recent works have at-
tracted extensive research efforts to address the re-id problem using deep learning
[29,14,8,27,15,23]. In spite of remarkable advancements achieved by deep learn-
ing methods, most existing techniques adopt a supervised learning paradigm
to solve the re-id problem [29,14]. Hence, these supervised deep models take
an assumption of availability of sufficient cross-view identity matching pairs of
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manually labelled training data for each camera network. This assumption limits
the generalizing capability of a re-id model to multiple camera networks due to
lack of labelled training samples under a new environment.
As a result, many previous works have addressed this scarcity of labelled
training data under a new camera network by focusing on unsupervised or semi-
supervised learning [10,12,17,3,25]. Most of these works typically deal with rela-
tively small datasets; without being able to exploit the potential of deep learning
methods that require large-scale datasets for better performance [10,11,19,28].
More recently, there has been greater emphasis towards clustering and domain
adaptation based deep unsupervised methods for person re-id [6,21,16]. However,
performance of unsupervised learning approaches is much weaker as compared
to supervised models. This is due to nonexistence of cross-view identity labelled
matching pairs, which makes it difficult to learn the discriminative representa-
tion for recognizing a person under severe changes in visual appearances across
different camera networks.
To improve this situation, we propose to use temporal continuity of images
within a camera jointly with spatial similarity of feature maps across-cameras to
generate reliable pseudo-labels for training a re-id model in a progressive fashion.
Temporal information is readily available for images captured by a camera, for
example, frame number (Frame ID) of an image in a video sequence is easily ob-
tainable in an unsupervised manner. The idea is that given an image in a camera,
other images of the same identity would exist in the temporal vicinity of that
image. However, temporal continuity is only effective within one camera; hence,
it cannot be utilized to obtain cross-camera matching identity pairs. To this end,
we propose a cross-camera center-based pseudo-labeling method to cluster fea-
tures by their similarity to centers. Centers are initialized by performing a simple
clustering task on features extracted from a baseline model pre-trained on irrel-
evant (source) dataset. An intersection between cross-camera pseudo-labels and
within-camera temporal vicinity results in highly reliable pseudo-labels for fine-
tuning a re-id model. Features extracted from fine-tuned model are then used to
generate a new set of more reliable labels for further fine-tuning in a progressive
manner. It is also notable here that different from video-based method [13,1],
our method does not rely on person trajectory obtained by tracking algorithms.
Therefore, it is highly applicable to practical scenarios.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
– we propose center-update based pseudo-labeling approach in order to provide
cross-view discriminative information for unsupervised person re-id task.
– we exploit temporal continuity of images within a camera to sample reliable
data-points and utilize self-paced progressive learning to train an effective re-
id model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use temporal
continuity for person re-id task.
– extensive experiments on three large-scale datasets indicate the effectiveness
of our method with performance on par with state-of-the-art approaches.
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2 Related Work
In this section, we briefly review some recent advances in supervised person re-id
and unsupervised person re-id.
2.1 Person Re-identification
Most existing works on person re-id are supervised. Classical person re-id mod-
els are either based on distance metric learning [18,9] or rank learning [20].
Recently, many works have adopted deep learning based approaches to achieve
state-of-the-art results in person re-id. We broadly group deep learning mod-
els for re-id task into two categories, metric learning and feature representation
learning. Metric learning methods learn a similarity metric using image pairs or
triplets as inputs [29,14]. Li et al. [29] used a deep siamese network to learn a
similarity metric directly from image pixels and Yi et al. [14] proposed a patch
matching based filter pairing network to classify similar and dissimilar images.
Cheng et al. [2] used a part-based approach to first divide features into multi-
ple parts and finally merge all the parts together to calculate triplet loss. On
the other hand, feature representation learning methods are more suitable for
large-scale datasets which generally use classification model to address re-id task.
A pedestrian identity-predicting model is trained to extract features from last
layers as discriminative embedding during testing [31,4,32]. Hermans et al. [8]
employed an efficient variant of triplet loss based on distance among features
to learn identity discriminative representation. To address the scarcity of data,
some works like [33,5] demonstrated the effectiveness of generative adversarial
networks to generate additional samples for re-id training. In this work, we adopt
a supervised model trained on source data as our baseline re-id model.
2.2 Unsupervised Person Re-identification
Many classical unsupervised learning methods for person re-id employ hand-
crafted features and give poor performance when compared to supervised meth-
ods [10,12,17,28]. Recently, we can see some works focusing on unsupervised re-id
using deep learning. Li et al. [13] used video-based person trajectory informa-
tion obtained from tracking algorithms to create pseudo-labels for each camera.
Wang et al. [24] proposed a network which learns to transfer attribute-semantic
and identity-discriminative representation across domains via generating pseudo
attribute labels. Peng et al. [21] developed a multi-task dictionary learning frame-
work for cross-dataset representation transfer. A few works also apply generative
adversarial networks to adapt representation from one domain to another [3,25].
In this work, though focus is not domain adaptation, we use a pre-trained model
on labeled source dataset as our baseline model.
To address unsupervised person re-id, generating pseudo-labels for unlabeled
dataset is another common practice. Fan et al. proposed a clustering and fine-
tuning based method in [6] known as progressive unsupervised learning (PUL).
Although our approach has a similar learning objective as PUL, we distinguish
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Fig. 1: Best viewed in color. Architecture for TCUL. A CNN model initialized on
a labeled source dataset is used to extract features from unlabeled target dataset
for similarity based clustering. Then reliable samples are selected by exploiting
temporal continuity within a camera for fine-tuning the CNN model. Apart from
initialization, all other steps are repeated for multiple iterations.
our work in two important aspects. Firstly, in order to generate new pseudo-
labels after each iteration, unlike PUL, which uses k-means, we propose a feature-
based center update for a more stable transition of cluster centers. Secondly, we
use temporal continuity to sample reliable data points, in contrast to a distance
based selection operator as used by PUL. A distance based selection operator is
highly susceptible to faulty assignment, especially in the start of training process.
Results in Section 4 show the superiority of using temporal continuity for sample
selection.
3 The Proposed Method
In this section, we present our proposed method TCUL illustrated in Figure 1.
3.1 Parameter Initialization
Inspired by many recent domain adaptation methods for unsupervised person
re-id [6,16,21], we initialize our model using an irrelevant labeled dataset (source)
which is generated with a completely different camera network and has no iden-
tity overlap with the unlabeled target dataset. Specifically, we train a triplet loss
based CNN model on source dataset as our baseline model, fθ0 , which acts as
an initial estimate of non-linear mapping for target data. fθ0 is valuable for ini-
tialization due to existence of domain-invariant features across different domains
[16].Thus, baseline initialization assists in faster convergence and better results.
3.2 Cluster Assignment
The next step is to assign each data point in unlabeled target dataset (T ) to
a cluster. Cluster assignment is equivalent to defining a class label for each
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Fig. 2: Top and bottom rows show image fragments sorted by Frame IDs from
cameraID 2 of DukeMTMC-reID and Market-1501, respectively. Each fragment
consists of images captured by one camera during a very short period. We can see
that multiple images of one person exist in a fragment verifying their temporal
closeness within a camera.
unlabeled sample. Following Ding et al.[5] we use similarity between feature
representation of a person image and cluster centers as a measure to decide
which center the image belongs to. Cluster centers are initialized using standard
k-means clustering on features, and distance between an image and cluster center
is measured by cosine similarity:
sim(xi , ck) =
fθ(xi) . ck
|fθ(xi)| |ck| (1)
where fθ(xi) represents the feature vector of sample image xi and ck denotes
kth cluster center out of K total clusters. Now, we can assign a label l to each
data point as:
l(xi) = argmax
k
sim(xi , ck) , where k ∈ [1,K] (2)
3.3 Sample Selection
Cluster assignment process yields unreliable pseudo-labels for target dataset due
to existence of domain-specific features in source dataset used to train baseline
model fθ0 , that do not exist in target dataset [16]. Fan et al [6] use cosine similar-
ity of features with cluster-centers to filter out unreliable data points. However,
this approach of choosing reliable samples has two issues. Firstly, during the
first few iterations of training process, when the model has mostly seen source
data only, a higher cosine similarity value does not necessarily translate to a
higher confidence on pseudo-labels due to existence of domain specific features.
Secondly, this method of choosing high confidence data points has an intrinsic
problem of being uninformative because performance of re-id task is more sen-
sitive to different pairs with minimal distance as opposed to similar pairs with
minimal distance [8]. If all the selected data points are in close proximity to
their respective cluster centers, then data points belonging to different cluster
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Fig. 3: The figure shows data-points belonging to one camera in a single cluster
along-with their Frame IDs. Data-points are marked reliable or unreliable based
on the distance of their Frame IDs from that of Cluster Center
centers (i.e. differently labeled pairs) will be maximally distant from each other
in feature space rendering them ineffective [8]. Instead, we propose to exploit
temporal continuity of images within a camera for sample selection. This propo-
sition is based on two basic observations typical to a camera network [13]. (1)
Most people would appear in a camera view only once during a short period used
for recording. (2) Most people in a public scene would travel through a single
camera view in a small common time. These observations imply that all images
of a person taken by one camera would appear in a short continuous period,
assuming no reappearance. Figure 2 verifies this assumption on two real-world
datasets.
Specifically, the idea is that if two images within one camera belong to one
identity, they should also be temporal neighbors. To put it another way, two
images belonging to one camera with similar pseudo-labels must have Frame IDs
close to each other. In order to select reliable samples, we define a temporary
cluster center for the subset of images belonging to one camera in a particular
cluster. Let Xjk be all the images belonging to camera j and cluster k. We
define xminjk ∈ Xjk such that sim(fθ(xminjk) , ck) ≥ sim(fθ(xjk) , ck) where
xjk ∈ Xjk and xjk 6= xminjk . We then define cjk = fθ(xminjk) as a temporary
cluster center for Xjk. Reliable samples are then selected as all those images in
Xjk whose Frame ID is within a threshold to the Frame ID of xminjk as shown
in Figure 3. Mathematically, selection function for an image xjk in camera j and
cluster k is defined as the following indicator function:
S(xjk) = I(
∣∣fid(xminjk)− fid(xjk)∣∣ ≤ λfr) (3)
where fid(.) gives the Frame ID, I is an indicator function and λfr is a positive
integer for limiting the range of Frame IDs belonging to one identity . Note
that this reliable sample selection procedure ensures that selected samples with
similar pseudo-labels are close in feature space across-cameras and are neighbors
temporally within-camera.
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3.4 Fine-Tuning
In order to fine-tune the CNN model over selected samples, we minimize a mini-
batch based triplet loss to pull similarly labeled images closer in feature space
while pushing differently labeled images away. Given xa, xp and xn as anchor,
positive and negative image with labels la, lp = la and ln 6= la respectively,
triplet loss is computed as:
Ltrip(xa, xp, xn) = [D(xa , xp)−D(xa , xn) +m]+ (4)
where m is a hard margin and D(. , .) defines the feature distance between two
images which is fixed as Euclidean distance in this work. [d]+ equals d if d > 0
and zero otherwise. Overall triplet loss is then defined as:
Ltrip =
∑
xa:xa,xp,xn∈B
Ltrip(xa, xp, xn) (5)
where B denotes a mini-batch. Inspired by Hermans et al. [8], we perform Online
Hard Mining (OHM) to generate triplets that results in faster convergence and
better performance.
3.5 Center Update
Finally, cluster centers are updated using the features from fine-tuned CNN
model such that centers are better representative of the target data. Specifically,
for each cluster center ck we compute an update term as given by:
∆ck =
I(li = k).(ck − fθ(xi))
β +
∑N
1=1 I(li = k)
(6)
where β is a small positive number to avoid division by zero. li denotes the
pseudo-label for image xi, N is the size of target data and I(condition) is an
indicator function. Cluster centers are updated by following simple equation:
ckupdated = ck − λc∆ck (7)
where λc is regularization parameter to control the change in cluster centers. As
discussed earlier, cluster update using Equation 7 provides a smooth transition
from one set of cluster centers to the next by perturbing the original center
values only by a small amount given by Equation 6
3.6 Overall Algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the overall training process for TCUL. Apart from ini-
tialization step, algorithm performs multiple iterations over the remaining four
steps. With each iteration, discriminative capability of the model is improved,
thus resulting in better clusters with larger reliable sample size. A larger training
sample with high confidence pseudo-labels in turn further enhances the discrim-
inative ability of model. Hence, TCUL can be regarded as self-paced progressive
learning algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Temporal Continuity Based Unsupervised Learning
Input : Labelled source data S; Unlabeled target data T = {xi}Ni=1; Number
of iterations Niter; Number of clusters K; Selection frame range λfr;
Triplet margin m; Center update coefficient λc
Output: Re-id model fθ(.) for target data
Train a model fθ0 on S;
k-means : initialize {ck}Kk=1;
for iter = 1 to Niter do
extract features: zi = fθiter−1(xi);
li : assign clusters using Eq. 2;
Diter : Select reliable data using Eq. 3;
Fine-tune: fθiter = Train model on Diter;
Update Centers {ck}Kk=1 using Eq. 7;
end
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Implementation Details
We evaluate our proposed method on three large-scale benchmark person re-id
datasets, Market-1501 (Market) [30] and DukeMTMC-reID (Duke) [22,33] and
MSMT17 (MSMT) [26]. 1 shows the number of identities and images in training
and test splits of each dataset.
We use ResNet-50 [7] as our backbone CNN model. During baseline model
training on source dataset, we add a batch normalization layer after global av-
erage pooling layer followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU). After ReLU layer,
we insert two fully connected layer of size 2048 and 702 (depending upon number
of identities in source training data), respectively. We train the baseline model
using triplet loss and cross entropy loss. Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 1 × 10−4 is used for optimization. Each training batch contains 16 identities
with 8 images per identity resized to 256 × 128. The baseline model is trained
for 150 epochs.
When training on unlabeled target data, last fully connected layer is removed.
Triplet loss along-with stochastic gradient decent (SGD) is used for optimization.
During each iteration, we perform data augmentation by randomly erasing and
flipping the images. The model is fine-tuned for 20 epochs in one iteration.
Other training parameters are as follows: number of identities per batch = 16,
number of images per identity = 8, number of iterations = 10, learning rate =
5 × 10−4, momentum = 0.9, m = 0.5, λc = 0.5, λfr = 100. Note that we use
pseudo-labels generated during cluster assignment step as identities for sampling
mini-batches. For evaluation purposes, we report rank-1 and 5 accuracy along
with mean average precision (mAP) following Zheng et al. [30] . All experiments
employ single query.
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Table 1: Dataset statistics
Datasets #Cams
Training Test
#IDs #images
query gallery
#IDs #images #IDs #images
Market-1501 [30] 6 751 12,936 750 3,368 750 19,732
DukeMTMC-reID [22] 8 702 16,522 702 2,228 1,110 17,661
MSMT17 [26] 15 1,041 32,621 3,060 11,659 3,060 82,161
Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. A−→B refers to A as source
dataset and B as target dataset.
Method
Duke−→Market Market−→Duke MSMT−→Market MSMT−→Duke
rank1 rank5 mAP rank1 rank5 mAP rank1 rank5 mAP rank1 rank5 mAP
baseline 42.8 57.2 18.8 26.5 41.5 11.8 47.7 66.5 24.2 48.5 65.1 29.2
PUL [6] 44.7 59.1 20.1 30.4 44.5 16.4 - - - - - -
TJ-AIDL [24] 58.2 74.8 26.5 44.3 59.6 23.0 - - - - - -
ARN [16] 70.3 80.4 39.4 60.2 73.9 33.4 - - - - - -
SPGAN + LMP [3] 58.1 76.0 26.9 49.6 62.6 26.4 - - - - - -
TAUDL [13] 63.7 - 41.2 61.7 - 43.5 - - - - - -
SUL (ours) 72.5 86.4 47.5 62.2 77.4 42.5 69.1 81.5 40.3 67.1 77.3 44.9
TCUL (ours) 75.8 89.0 51.7 64.0 79.2 45.0 72.1 86.3 44.5 69.8 81.9 48.6
4.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
We compare our method (TCUL) with existing state-of-the-art unsupervised
person re-id approaches on Market, Duke and MSMT datasets in Table 2. Firstly,
these results show that TCUL improves the baseline results by a large margin.
Specifically, it achieves an improvement of 32.9% and 33.2% in mAP values on
Market−→Duke and Duke−→Market, respectively. Similar improvements can also
be observed for on MSMT−→Duke and MSMT−→Market ?. These large advance-
ments verify that TCUL is an effective framework to utilize learned represen-
tations on source dataset for learning discriminative representation on target
dataset. Secondly, we observe that our approach achieves a clear improvement
on Market and Duke datasets when compared with all existing state-of-the-art
methods. As mentioned earlier, TCUL outperforms PUL by a large margin due
to superior clustering mechanism and a better selection approach which exploits
temporal continuity. Superiority of temporal continuity based selection will be
further verified in the next subsection.
4.3 Further Evaluation of TCUL
In order to highlight the effect of temporal continuity based sample selection, we
follow PUL [6] to select reliable samples by measuring similarity of each feature
vector from respective cluster center. We employ the threshold value 0.85 for
? MSMT is only used as source dataset since Frame ID information is not available.
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(a) mAP declines as we increase the
value for λfr
(b) mAP attains maximum value at
K=750
Fig. 4: Impact of parameter changes on TCUL
sample selection as used in PUL. We call this modified framework as Similarity-
based Unsupervised Learning (SUL). Table 2 shows that performance of SUL
has significantly reduced as compared to TCUL for all three datasets verifying
the effectiveness of temporal continuity based reliable sample section. Table 2
also highlights the overall superiority of our framework, as SUL, which uses the
same sample selection mechanism as PUL, still outperforms all existing methods.
Figure 4a and 4b show impact of parameter changes on mAP. As images
belonging to one person in a camera should be temporally close to each other,
increasing the value of λfr above an optimal value should drop reliability of
selected samples. Figure 4a verifies this where increasing λfr from 150 to 200
significantly lowers the mAP values for both Market and Duke datasets. These
results also highlight the importance of reliable sample selection since removing
it is equivalent to increasing the value of λfr to maximum. Following the trends
shown in Figure 4a, we can deduce that performance of re-id model will further
fall down if there is no sample selection step. Furthermore, Figure 4b evaluates
impact of parameter K on mAP by varying it to 250, 500, 750 and 1000. As
expected, maximum performance is attained when K = 750 which is the nearest
value to actual number of identities in each dataset (751 and 702).
Fianlly, we also compute the variance in reliable samples size after each iter-
ation. Ideally, as the training progresses, discriminative capability of the CNN
model should increase. Consequently, we will have better cluster assignment pro-
ducing more reliable samples. Figure 5 shows that after each iteration, there is
a steady growth in the size of reliable sample set for both datasets. Therefore,
we can conclude that clustering and fine-tuning steps alternatively improve each
other by generating pseudo-labels that are more reliable.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a temporal continuity based unsupervised learning
(TCUL) method for person re-id. It iterates between similarity-based clustering,
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Fig. 5: Reliable sample size increases after each iteration
reliable sample selection using temporal continuity of images within a camera and
fine-tuning a CNN model on selected samples. Experimental results show that
TCUL outperforms existing unsupervised person re-id methods. Furthermore, we
also proved the significance of reliable sample selection via temporal continuity
to achieve better discriminative ability for re-id task. Finally, we also utilized a
pre-learned feature representation on source dataset for initialization; however,
we did not actively exploit any state-of-the-art transfer-learning algorithms for
representation transfer. This can be a promising future work to jointly utilize
transfer-learning algorithms with temporal continuity of images within a camera
to further enhance unsupervised person re-id.
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